Abstract. We consider a problem of optimal resource allocation in a wireless communication network divided into zones (clusters). The network manager aims to distribute some homogeneous resource (bandwidth) among users of several zones in order to maximize the total network profit, which takes into account payments from users and implementation costs. As a result, we obtain a convex optimization problem involving capacity and balance constraints. By using the dual Lagrangian method with respect to the capacity constraint, we reduce the initial problem to a suitable one-dimensional problem, so that calculation of its cost function value leads to independent solution of zonal problems, treated as two-side auction models with one trader. We show that solution of each zonal problem can be found exactly by a simple arrangement type algorithm even in the case where the trader price is not fixed. Besides, we suggest ways to adjust the basic problem to the case of moving nodes. Some results of computational experiments confirm the applicability of the new method.
Introduction
The current development of telecommunication systems creates a number of new challenges of efficient management mechanisms for efficient allocation of limited communication networks resources. In fact, despite the existence of powerful processing and transmission devices, increasing demand of different communication services and its variability lead to serious congestion effects and inefficient utilization of network resources (e.g., bandwidth and batteries capacity), especially in wireless telecommunication networks. This situation forces one to replace the fixed allocation rules with more flexible mechanisms, which are based on proper mathematical models; see e.g. [1] [2] [3] . The problem is to suggest such models and to develop suitable solution methods. Usually, the decision making processes are based on solutions of the corresponding optimization problems. At the same time, experience of dealing with these very complicated and spatially distributed systems usually shows that these problems have to utilize a proper decomposition/clustering approach, which can be based on zonal, time, frequency and other attributes of nodes/units; see e.g. [4, 5] .
In this paper, we consider one of such problems, i.e. optimal allocation of a homogeneous resource in a zonal telecommunication network such that the income received from users payments is maximized and the implementation costs of the network operator are minimized; see [6, 7] . The network manager problem consists in optimal distribution of the resource shares among zones in order to maximize the total network profit. As a result, we obtain a convex optimization problem involving capacity and balance constraints. By using the dual Lagrangian method with respect to the capacity constraint, we reduce the initial problem to a suitable one-dimensional problem, so that calculation of its cost function value leads to independent solution of zonal problems, treated as two-side auction models with one trader. We show that solution of each zonal problem can be found exactly by a simple arrangement type algorithm even in the case where the trader price is not fixed. In such a way we develop a new dual decomposition approach for solution finding, whose implementation is simpler essentially in comparison with the methods from [6, 7] . We present results of computational experiments which confirm the applicability of the new method.
Notation and the problem statement
Let us consider a telecommunication network with nodes attributed to users (consumers) which is divided into zones (clusters). The problem of a manager of the network is to find the optimal allocation of a limited homogeneous network resource among the zones. That is, the optimal shares should maximize the value of the total profit containing the total income received from consumers' fees and negative resource implementation costs.
Let us use the following notation:
-n is the number of zones; -k I is the index set of users (currently) located in zone 
That is, (2) provides the balance for demand and supply in each zone, (3) and (5) are capacity constraints for users and network supply values in each zone, respectively, and (4) gives the upper bound for the total resource supply. The goal of the network manager is to maximize the total network profit subject to all these constraints.
In what follows we assume that there exists at least one feasible point satisfying conditions (2)- (5) 
This means that the prices (marginal utilities) i D of the users are fixed, but the manager can vary the prices depending on volumes, so that each zonal price is a nonincreasing function.
Dual solution method
Under the basic assumptions of the previous section, (1)- (5) is a differentiable convex optimization problem, which has a solution since its feasible set is bounded. Hence it can be found by a great number of iterative methods; see e.g. [8, 9] . However, the problem of selection of an efficient decomposition method here is not trivial task since problem (1)- (5) has 1 n functional constraints (2) and (4) and many box type ones. For instance, utilization of the standard duality approach which is based on defining the Lagrangian function with respect to all the functional constraints leads to a nonsmooth dual convex optimization problem in 1 n dual variables, whose solution may cause certain difficulties. For this reason, we intend to apply a special dual method, which takes into account peculiarities of this problem and does not require hard implementation procedures.
Let us first define the Lagrange function of problem (1)- (4) as follows:
i.e. we insert only the term corresponding to the the upper bound constraint for the total resource supply (4) with the Lagrangian multiplier O . At the same time, we keep the zonal balance constraints (2) as well as the capacity constraints (3) and (5) .
Hence, we can write the one-dimensional dual problem:
By duality (see e.g. [8, 9] ), problems (1)- (5) and (7) have the same optimal value. However, solution of (7) 
However, this problem decomposes into n independent zonal convex programming problems
Hence, we have to suggest a simple and efficient algorithm for the basic problem (9) . Set
The necessary and sufficient optimality condition for problem (9) in view of (6) is written in the form of the variational inequality: find
This is a two-sided auction type equilibrium problem with one seller and several buyers; see e.g. [10, 11] . It is equivalent to the problem of finding a feasible vector
and a cutting price k p such that 
Since buyers' prices are fixed, we can re-arrange them to be non-increasing and then find easily an intersection point of the staircase-wise inverse common demand and offer price
lines; see also [11] . Therefore, an exact solution of problem (10) (7), we can find a solution of problem (1)- (5) by solving problem (8) 
Adjustment for the case of moving nodes
In the above model it was assumed that users locations are fixed. We now intend to suggest some adjustments of the above model to networks with more complex and non-stationary behavior of users (nodes), which is typical for various modern wireless telecommunication systems; see e.g. [2, 12] .
We consider the above problem of the network manager for some time slot. In this case we need some additional information about the behavior of users (nodes). It was suggested by I. Konnov (see e.g. [13] ) to treat each moving node in a wireless network as a separate Markovian chain.
In order to create such a model, we determine a suitable grid G covering the domain of the network so that k G denotes the index set of all the cells belonging to zone k . Next, we consider the discrete time model and suppose that, given a user (node) j , we can determine the starting probability vector . Knowing the starting and transition probability vectors for each node j , we can calculate its probability 1) ( , t j V S to be in cell G V by a selected slot t via the standard Markovian chain technique (see e.g. [14] ). Afterwards we calculate the value
for each zone k and assign user j to zone l where the
is maximal, i.e. then l I j . Therefore, we can solve the same problem (7)- (9) with this assignment and obtain the desired resource allocation for time slot t in the case of moving nodes.
Similarly, if (13) for each probability matrix (7)- (9) with this assignment and obtain the longtime resource allocation strategy.
However, this approach can not be used if the limit in (13) denotes the number of time slots when user j was in zone k . It is treated as some approximation of the probability of user j to be in zone k . We set (7)- (9) with this assignment gives the longtime resource allocation strategy.
Numerical experiments
In order to evaluate efficiency of the new method we made several series of computational experiments. Since the case of moving nodes yields the same mathematical model (1)- (5) we restricted ourselves with the fixed case.
We utilized the golden section method for solving the single-dimensional optimization problem (7) . The programs were coded in C++ with a PC with the following facilities: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4500, CPU 1.80 GHz, RAM 6 Gb. were chosen with the help of trigonometric functions. The number of zones was varied from 5 to 105, the number of users was varied from 210 to 1010. Users were distributed in zones either uniformly or according to the normal distribution. The processor time and number of iterations, which gave an approximate solution of problem (7) within the same accuracy, were not significantly different for these two cases of distributions. We made calculations with 1000 test examples for each set of parameters, their average values are indicated in each row of the tables.
Further we report the results of tests, which include the time and number of iterations needed to find a solution of problem (7) Tables 2 and 3 we vary the total number of users and the number of zones, respectively. 
Conclusions
Equations should be centred and should be numbered with the number on the right-hand side. In this work, we considered a problem of managing limited resources in a zonal wireless telecommunication network and gave its constrained convex optimization problem formulation. We proposed a new dual decomposition method, which reduces the initial problem to a sequence of simple zonal convex optimization problems, they can be solved by efficient ordering type algorithms despite the nonlinear cost network functions. The results of the numerical experiments confirmed the rapid convergence of these methods. We also suggested ways to adjust the problem to the case of moving nodes.
